A tour of Ann Walker’s estate around 1845.

This is will be updated as more information

becomes available.

Introduction.
After John Walker’s death in 1823 his son, John, would have inherited most of the estate. His
daughters, Elizabeth and Ann, would have had inheritances in their own right. This was laid out in
John’s will which is yet to be read. However, when their brother died intestate the sisters would
have inherited the entire estate. The legal documents of this division either haven’t survived or
haven’t yet been found.
Accounts for the period 1843 to 1847 produced by Samuel Washington, Ann Walker’s land agent,
are available and give a very detailed picture of the income and expenditure occurring on the estate.
This allows us to know what Ann owned at this time. It is unlikely that any property was disposed of
in the period 1832 to the early-1840s so it is reasonable to assume that tracing the property detailed
by Washington reflects what Ann inherited.
We know in some detail what Evan Charles Sutherland Walker inherited from his parents and aunt
which should give some further indication of how the inheritance was split.
The following paragraphs give detail of Ann’s estate. The entries in the Washington accounts have
been given more detail through Census 1841 and 1851, Land Tax, Calderdale Companions, maps and
local historian knowledge.
Ann’s estate was largely based around Lightcliffe and Hipperholme but there were significant
holdings in four other areas, central Halifax, greater Northowram, Stainland and Honley and these
will be covered first.
Beyond Lightcliffe.

The Honley property, consisting of two mills and land, came into the Walker
family when William Walker married Elizabeth Haigh in 1708 or 1709. It lay on
either side of the River Holme forming a triangle between the Holmfirth and
Brockholes Roads. Upper and Lower Banks Mills produced a gross income of
£320 per annum. A detailed story is available on the FoSMC website. Honley
is about 11 miles due south of Lightcliffe.

The Stainland properties lie on the road from West Vale through
Stainland to Sowood and Scammonden and about 8 miles south
west of Lightcliffe. These are mainly farms with some cottages.
The first is Middle Ellistone Farm which is accessed via
Saddleworth Road. This was tenanted by John Stott and was

worth £40. Somewhere close were fields rented to Benjamin Outram (£21) who lived at Upper
Ellistone.
Hard Platts Farm is to the left of the bend as the road leaves Stainland for
Sowood. Joseph Naylor rented it for £60. Beestonley Farm is on the
eponymous lane leading out of the village. It was untenanted in 1845 but the
land was rented out for hay at around £20.

Washington names a farm as Moor Mews but this is actually Moor Mires off
Moor Hey Road and was tenanted by William Hirst for £43. Interestingly the
Hirst family bought the farm when Sutherland Walker sold it and remained there until 1992.
Upper Moulson Place Farm was tenanted by Levy Sykes, he also
looked after a neighbouring plantation. There were a couple of
cottages on site. The total rent was £43. Upper and Lower
Moulson Place lie between Sowood and Scammonden.
There is an entry for Stone Stile Dean Yard tenanted by John
Wilkinson. With a rent of £26 it was substantial. There is a plan of
land at Stone Stile which is in Scammonden. Three plots in
Scammonden were sold around 1868 so this piece of land was
probably one of them.
Central Halifax. Ann owned land at Shaw Syke which was tenanted by William Throp just before it
was sold to the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway and paid £31 per annum. Throp was a nurseryman
used by Anne Lister. When the land was sold a greenhouse was specifically excluded from the sale.

Two entries are for
Water Lane Mills and a
house (tenants, Caleb
Wilkinson, John & James
Wood and James
Hodgson). The combined
rental was £162. There
are then multiple entries
for Woolshops, Black Horse Inn and yard, the Square, Hatters Fold and Causeway. This is the area
covered today by the Woolshops and the land to the north of the Piece Hall. The Black Horse Inn was
tenanted by John Holdsworth (£40) and two other Woolshops properties brought in £30. In January
1846, George Casson, who lived in the Square, was paid £51 for joinery work on the Black Horse Inn
and 30 other houses and cottages. Other work on these properties included stonework, smith work,
plastering, papering and ovens cost £150. This tallies with these properties clustered around
Woolshops and Hatters Fold. Tenants in Causeway are listed as greengrocer, wire drawer and silk
twister.

The old township of Northowram.
Ann owned property through Shibden Valley into modern Queensbury including two plantations.
One is not named and the other Washington calls Holcans which is probably Howcans and shown on
the 1852 map as being woodlands to the west of Shibden Mill near Lee Lane.
Bouldshaw Farm was tenanted by James Sowood, a 50 year old
farmer. There is still a Lower Bouldshaw Farm to the west of the
Brighouse Denholmgate Road rising towards Queensbury. He was
paying £35.
Upper and Lower Hagstocks together with two cottages were farms
in the Shibden Valley (James Dean and Samuel Hebblesthwaite were
paying £25 and £54 as rent).
There was a cottage listed as Oizel Hall and this is likely to be at Ousel Hall on Lee Lane.

Henry Turner farmed at Spa House and Abraham Holdsworth lived at the
larger property of Hall Houses. Close by was Shibden Mill with some
cottages. At this time, it was rented to widow Bottomley. It must have
been a profitable enterprise with a total rent of £245. There were,
however, some large expenses in terms of a new engine for the mill.

There were five houses written as Mickleness but this is possibly
Micklemoss, two tenants in the 1841 census were at Ambler Thorn.
Shugden Head Farm is near Mountain in Queensbury and was tenanted
by Jonas Hainsworth. It produced, in 1845, coal to the value of £75.

Finally and, again, with no definitive location were Black Castle North and
Black Castle South. The OS map of 1854 shows two properties named Black Castle and they lie northsouth. The tenants were Samuel Firth and James Priestley. We now have Black Castle South as a
renovated house named Black Castle Farm and, a little higher up the hillside a pile of stones the only
remains Black Castle North. Thanks to Mike Wood of the Friends for exploring the area. These
properties are about 6 miles from Lightcliffe.
The combined gross rental income of these all of these properties was about £1,600, the equivalent
of £175,00 today.
Lightcliffe and Hipperholme.
There were 12 farms but none of them exist today. By contrast her
three pubs, the Hare and Hounds, the Travellers and the Sun Inn
are still in business, all were sold in 1867. The ‘landlords’ were
Thomas Hartley, William Berry and Stephen Schofield.

The farms were Langley, Lane Ends,
Tanhouse, South Edge, Lower Crow Nest, Mann’s, Lightcliffe, Townsend, Mortimer’s and Lidgate. This
had been tenanted by Lamplugh Wickham Wickham for ten years before being taken over by Samuel
Washington.
The story of Lidgate (shown here from the Stray entrance)can be found in the
same section of this website.
The gross rental income for 1845 was around £1,100. There was no income
from the largest property, Cliffe Hill, as it was in family occupation but the
surrounding fields were farmed bringing in some of the rental income
mentioned above.
Cliff Hill was the prime house on Ann’s lands though she chose to live at Lidgate before moving to
Shibden Hall. The house is written with or without the ‘e’ at this time.
There were other houses including Green House, Little Smith House, Tan House and Lower German
House and many cottages, gardens and agricultural land.
Expenditure.
This varied from year to year. Some large expenses would only occur every few years. The work in
central Halifax would be typical of that as would the installation of a water wheel at Shibden Mill and
a replacement engine (£180). However the general running costs of her estate in 1845 were just
over £500 and these included a wide range of taxes such as highways, poor rates, tithes, parish rates
and a few payments to local ‘lords’ who were the freeholders.
Acquired properties from 1830 to 1845.
The land where the Stoney Lane estate now stands was
bought in the 1830s [details to be found]. Green House where
the church now stands was purchased in 1841 for £3150.
Smith House and Hoyle House Farm were bought after a
protracted process for £4,180 in 1845. These purchases
would have meant that Cliffe Hill was surrounded by Ann’s
land or, to the west, Crow Nest Mansion.

This may be Lower Smith House in the foreground.

Other assets. There were shares in two canal companies, the main one being Calder and Hebble
Navigation. On the debit side, there was also a loan of £8,000.
Ann was also receiving income from the Shibden Hall estate under the terms of Anne Lister’s will,
this may have been around £1,500 a year from Anne’s death to Ann Walker’s death.
Summary.
Ann could easily have had £300,000 a year in today’s money, exclusive of the Shibden Hall income.
Though sad that she would not have been able to enjoy it, at least the income would have
guaranteed that she would have been well looked after during her lunacy period. One of the
conditions of such lunacies is that the patient was to be cared for at their normal standard of living.
Thanks to Mike Beecham, Malcolm Bull and Lightcliffe & District Historical Society for use of the
black and white photos. Also to David Glover, Diane Halford, Steve Crabtree, Alexa Tansley and
Dorothy Barker for answering questions.
Ian Philp, November 2020.

